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Summary:

The applicant was convicted of sexual assault of a young boy and sentenced to 45 months

in prison. On the day he was released from serving his sentence, he was involuntarily committed

under the Mental Health Act (MHA) to a maximum security facility, where he had remained for 19

years with no apparent end to the committal in sight. The applicant was deaf and had limited access

to interpreters throughout his 19 year confinement. The applicant applied for habeas corpus and

challenged the constitutional validity of the provisions of the MHA providing for involuntary

committal, as those provisions applied to long-term detainees (i.e., more than six months). The

applicant contended that the MHA failed to provide an appropriate review procedure to protect his

right to liberty (Charter, s. 7). He also alleged that his right to equality (s. 15) was violated because

he had not received the level of interpretation required to meet his treatment, rehabilitative and other

needs.

The Ontario Superior Court, in a decision reported [2013] O.T.C. Uned. 2970, held that the

MHA contained a complete code for reviewing decisions made under that statute and therefore

declined to exercise its habeas corpus jurisdiction. The court, except for finding some historical

violations of s. 15(1) of the Charter by the Province before it divested the institution to a public

corporation, rejected the applicant's Charter claims. The applicant appealed.

The Ontario Court of Appeal allowed the appeal. The court held that the provisions of the

MHA dealing with involuntary committal violated s. 7 of the Charter by allowing for indeterminate

detention without adequate procedural protection of the liberty interests of long-term patients. The

court also concluded that the applicant had not been provided with adequate interpretation services

and that his right to equality (s. 15) had been violated. As a remedy for the s. 7 breach, the court,

pursuant to s. 52(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982, severed certain words from the MHA, such that

the duration of MHA committals would be approximately six months. The court suspended the

declaration for 12 months to afford the legislature the opportunity to consider how best to deal with

the issue of long-term involuntary committals and the powers of the Consent and Capacity Board.



Also, pursuant to s. 52(1), the court issued a declaration of the applicant's rights under s. 15(1) of the

Charter. The matter of remedies specific to the applicant under s. 24(1) of the Charter were left to

a later phase of the litigation.

Civil Rights - Topic 647

Liberty - Limitations on - Mental health legislation - [See Civil Rights - Topic 659].

Civil Rights - Topic 659

Liberty - Limitations on - Committal of insane accused - The applicant, after serving his

sentence for sexual assault, had been held in a maximum security facility for 19 years under

the involuntary committal provisions of Mental Health Act (MHA) - He claimed that the

involuntary committal provisions were contrary to s. 7 of the Charter - The Ontario Court of

Appeal held that the MHA scheme violated s. 7 because it failed to include a fair procedure

to ensure, on a regular and ongoing basis, that the risk to public safety continued, and that

the individual's liberty was being restricted no more than was necessary to deal with that risk

- The MHA lacked the procedural safeguards required by s. 7 to ensure adequate protection

of a long-term patient's liberty interest - The infringement was not saved by s. 1 - The court

held that severance was the appropriate remedy, such that the duration of MHA committals

would be approximately six months - See paragraphs 111 to 132 and 193 to 214.

Civil Rights - Topic 686

Liberty - Principles of fundamental justice - Deprivation of - What constitutes - [See Civil

Rights - Topic 659].

Civil Rights - Topic 974

Discrimination - Facilities and services customarily available to public - Discrimination on

basis of a physical or mental disability - [See both Civil Rights - Topic 5660.4].

Civil Rights - Topic 3106

Trials - Due process, fundamental justice and fair hearings - General principles and

definitions - Procedural fairness - Scope of - The Ontario Court of Appeal stated that "It is

well established that s. 7 guarantees individuals facing detention the right to a fair process.

Even where detention is justified for reasons of public security or safety, s. 7 mandates

procedural protections that provide for a fair hearing by an independent and impartial arbiter

... The procedural requirements mandated by the principles of fundamental justice depend

upon the context ... '[t]he greater the effect on the life of the individual by the decision, the

greater the need for procedural protections to meet the common law duty of fairness and the

requirements of fundamental justice under s. 7 of the Charter' ..." - See paragraphs 77 and 78.

Civil Rights - Topic 3106

Trials - Due process, fundamental justice and fair hearings - General principles and

definitions - Procedural fairness - Scope of - The Ontario Court of Appeal stated that "In

sum, the case law suggests that in the non-punitive detention context, s. 7 requires the body

reviewing detention to have the procedures and powers necessary to render a decision that

is minimally restrictive on liberty in light of the circumstances necessitating the detention" -



See paragraph 92.

Civil Rights - Topic 3106

Trials - Due process, fundamental justice and fair hearings - General principles and

definitions - Procedural fairness - Scope of - [See Civil Rights - Topic 659].

Civil Rights - Topic 3177

Trials - Due process, fundamental justice and fair hearings - Administrative and noncriminal

proceedings - Requirement of a hearing - [See Civil Rights - Topic 659 and first and second

Civil Rights - Topic 3106].

Civil Rights - Topic 3180

Trials - Due process, fundamental justice and fair hearings - Administrative and noncriminal

proceedings - Fair hearing - [See Civil Rights - Topic 659 and first and second Civil Rights

- Topic 3106].

Civil Rights - Topic 3187

Trials - Due process, fundamental justice and fair hearings - Administrative and noncriminal

proceedings - Right to independent and impartial tribunal - [See first Civil Rights - Topic

3106].

Civil Rights - Topic 3192

Trials - Due process, fundamental justice and fair hearings - Administrative and noncriminal

proceedings - Procedure contrary to fundamental justice - [See Civil Rights - Topic 659].

Civil Rights - Topic 5644

Equality and protection of the law - Committal of or disposition re accused with mental

disorder - [See second Civil Rights - Topic 5660.4].

Civil Rights - Topic 5660.4

Equality and protection of the law - Hearing impaired persons - The Ontario Court of Appeal

stated that "Deafness is a physical disability that triggers the protection of s. 15(1) [of the

Charter]: Elbridge v. British Columbia (Attorney General), [1997] 3 S.C.R. 624 ... The

guarantee of equal protection and equal benefit of the law gives a deaf person ... the right to

adequate interpretation services in order to access governmental services. In Eldridge, the

Supreme Court held .... that 'discrimination can accrue from a failure to take positive steps

to ensure that disadvantaged groups benefit equally from services offered to the general

public'. The court also held ... that to fulfil its s. 15(1) obligation to ensure equal benefit of

the law, an entity acting in a governmental role 'will be required to take special measures to

ensure that disadvantaged groups are able to benefit equally from government services'." -

See paragraph 134.

Civil Rights - Topic 5660.4

Equality and protection of the law - Hearing impaired persons - The applicant, after serving

his sentence for sexual assault, had been held in a maximum security facility for 19 years



under the involuntary committal provisions of Mental Health Act (MHA) - The applicant was

deaf - He alleged that his right to equality (s. 15) was violated because he had not received

the level of interpretation required to meet his treatment, rehabilitative and other needs - The

Ontario Court of Appeal, pursuant to s. 52(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982, declared that the

applicant's s. 15(1) rights had been violated - The court also set out in general terms the

nature and extent of his entitlement under s. 15(1), namely, that the Province and the

institution were required to provide the necessary and appropriate communication services

that would ensure: (i) that the applicant's basic and fundamental personal needs as a detainee

were fully understood and addressed, and (ii) that the applicant was able to communicate

effectively to access the therapeutic, treatment and other programs offered to hearing

detainees - The matter of remedies specific to the applicant under s. 24(1) of the Charter were

left to a later phase of the litigation - The court rejected the submission that any infringement

of s. 15(1) could be saved by s. 1 of the Charter - See paragraphs 133 to 212.

Civil Rights - Topic 8348

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms - Application - Exceptions - Reasonable limits

prescribed by law (Charter, s. 1) - [See Civil Rights - Topic 659 and second Civil Rights

- Topic 5660.4].

Civil Rights - Topic 8363

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms - Denial of rights - Jurisdiction (incl. court of

competent jurisdiction) - The Ontario Court of Appeal opined that the Consent and Capacity

Board (Mental Health Act) did not have s. 24(1) (Charter) jurisdiction - See paragraphs 190

to 192.

Civil Rights - Topic 8380.2

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms - Denial of rights - Remedies - Declaration of

statute invalidity - [See Civil Rights - Topic 659].

Civil Rights - Topic 8380.14

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms - Denial of rights - Remedies - Severance of

portion of statute or section - [See Civil Rights - Topic 659].

Civil Rights - Topic 8380.25

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms - Denial of rights - Remedies - Declaration of

rights - [See second Civil Rights - Topic 5660.4].

Civil Rights - Topic 8668 

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms - Equality rights (s. 15) - What constitutes a

breach of s. 15 - [See both Civil Rights - Topic 5660.4].

Persons of Unsound Mind - Topic 203

Committal - Involuntary committal - General - Prison inmates - [See Civil Rights - Topic

659 and second Civil Rights - Topic 5660.4].



Persons of Unsound Mind - Topic 211

Committal - Involuntary committal - Procedure - General - [See Civil Rights - Topic 659].

Persons of Unsound Mind - Topic 297

Committal - Involuntary committtal - Review - Procedure - [See Civil Rights - Topic 659].

Practice - Topic 9012

Appeals - Restrictions on argument on appeal - Issues or points not previously raised - The

Ontario Court of Appeal stated that "... An appellate court will only entertain a fresh issue

on appeal where the opposing party would not be prejudiced, where the interests of justice

require the new argument to be heard and where the court would have a sufficient evidentiary

record to entertain the issue" - See paragraph 48.
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Civil Rights - Topic 647

Liberty - Limitations on - Mental health legislation - The applicant, after serving his sentence

for sexual assault, had been held in a maximum security facility for 19 years under the

involuntary committal provisions of Mental Health Act (MHA) - He claimed that the

involuntary committal provisions were contrary to s. 7 of the Charter - The Ontario Court of

Appeal held that the MHA scheme violated s. 7 because it failed to include a fair procedure

to ensure, on a regular and ongoing basis, that the risk to public safety continued, and that

the individual's liberty was being restricted no more than was necessary to deal with that risk

- The MHA lacked the procedural safeguards required by s. 7 to ensure adequate protection

of a long-term patient's liberty interest - The infringement was not saved by s. 1 - The court

held that severance was the appropriate remedy, such that the duration of MHA committals

would be approximately six months - See paragraphs 111 to 132 and 193 to 214.

Civil Rights - Topic 686

Liberty - Principles of fundamental justice - Deprivation of - What constitutes - The

applicant, after serving his sentence for sexual assault, had been held in a maximum security

facility for 19 years under the involuntary committal provisions of Mental Health Act (MHA)

- He claimed that the involuntary committal provisions were contrary to s. 7 of the Charter -

The Ontario Court of Appeal held that the MHA scheme violated s. 7 because it failed to

include a fair procedure to ensure, on a regular and ongoing basis, that the risk to public

safety continued, and that the individual's liberty was being restricted no more than was

necessary to deal with that risk - The MHA lacked the procedural safeguards required by s.

7 to ensure adequate protection of a long-term patient's liberty interest - The infringement

was not saved by s. 1 - The court held that severance was the appropriate remedy, such that

the duration of MHA committals would be approximately six months - See paragraphs 111

to 132 and 193 to 214.



Civil Rights - Topic 974

Discrimination - Facilities and services customarily available to public - Discrimination on

basis of a physical or mental disability - The Ontario Court of Appeal stated that "Deafness

is a physical disability that triggers the protection of s. 15(1) [of the Charter]: Elbridge v.

British Columbia (Attorney General), [1997] 3 S.C.R. 624 ... The guarantee of equal

protection and equal benefit of the law gives a deaf person ... the right to adequate

interpretation services in order to access governmental services. In Eldridge, the Supreme

Court held .... that 'discrimination can accrue from a failure to take positive steps to ensure

that disadvantaged groups benefit equally from services offered to the general public'. The

court also held ... that to fulfil its s. 15(1) obligation to ensure equal benefit of the law, an

entity acting in a governmental role 'will be required to take special measures to ensure that

disadvantaged groups are able to benefit equally from government services'." - See paragraph

134.

Civil Rights - Topic 974

Discrimination - Facilities and services customarily available to public - Discrimination on

basis of a physical or mental disability - The applicant, after serving his sentence for sexual

assault, had been held in a maximum security facility for 19 years under the involuntary

committal provisions of Mental Health Act (MHA) - The applicant was deaf - He alleged that

his right to equality (s. 15) was violated because he had not received the level of

interpretation required to meet his treatment, rehabilitative and other needs - The Ontario

Court of Appeal, pursuant to s. 52(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982, declared that the

applicant's s. 15(1) rights had been violated - The court also set out in general terms the

nature and extent of his entitlement under s. 15(1), namely, that the Province and the

institution were required to provide the necessary and appropriate communication services

that would ensure: (i) that the applicant's basic and fundamental personal needs as a detainee

were fully understood and addressed, and (ii) that the applicant was able to communicate

effectively to access the therapeutic, treatment and other programs offered to hearing

detainees - The matter of remedies specific to the applicant under s. 24(1) of the Charter were

left to a later phase of the litigation - The court rejected the submission that any infringement

of s. 15(1) could be saved by s. 1 of the Charter - See paragraphs 133 to 212.

Civil Rights - Topic 3106

Trials - Due process, fundamental justice and fair hearings - General principles and

definitions - Procedural fairness - Scope of - The applicant, after serving his sentence for

sexual assault, had been held in a maximum security facility for 19 years under the

involuntary committal provisions of Mental Health Act (MHA) - He claimed that the

involuntary committal provisions were contrary to s. 7 of the Charter - The Ontario Court of

Appeal held that the MHA scheme violated s. 7 because it failed to include a fair procedure

to ensure, on a regular and ongoing basis, that the risk to public safety continued, and that

the individual's liberty was being restricted no more than was necessary to deal with that risk

- The MHA lacked the procedural safeguards required by s. 7 to ensure adequate protection

of a long-term patient's liberty interest - The infringement was not saved by s. 1 - The court

held that severance was the appropriate remedy, such that the duration of MHA committals

would be approximately six months - See paragraphs 111 to 132 and 193 to 214.



Civil Rights - Topic 3177

Trials - Due process, fundamental justice and fair hearings - Administrative and noncriminal

proceedings - Requirement of a hearing - The applicant, after serving his sentence for sexual

assault, had been held in a maximum security facility for 19 years under the involuntary

committal provisions of Mental Health Act (MHA) - He claimed that the involuntary

committal provisions were contrary to s. 7 of the Charter - The Ontario Court of Appeal held

that the MHA scheme violated s. 7 because it failed to include a fair procedure to ensure, on

a regular and ongoing basis, that the risk to public safety continued, and that the individual's

liberty was being restricted no more than was necessary to deal with that risk - The MHA

lacked the procedural safeguards required by s. 7 to ensure adequate protection of a long-

term patient's liberty interest - The infringement was not saved by s. 1 - The court held that

severance was the appropriate remedy, such that the duration of MHA committals would be

approximately six months - See paragraphs 111 to 132 and 193 to 214.

Civil Rights - Topic 3177

Trials - Due process, fundamental justice and fair hearings - Administrative and noncriminal

proceedings - Requirement of a hearing - The Ontario Court of Appeal stated that "It is well

established that s. 7 guarantees individuals facing detention the right to a fair process. Even

where detention is justified for reasons of public security or safety, s. 7 mandates procedural

protections that provide for a fair hearing by an independent and impartial arbiter ... The

procedural requirements mandated by the principles of fundamental justice depend upon the

context ... '[t]he greater the effect on the life of the individual by the decision, the greater the

need for procedural protections to meet the common law duty of fairness and the

requirements of fundamental justice under s. 7 of the Charter' ..." - See paragraphs 77 and 78.

Civil Rights - Topic 3177

Trials - Due process, fundamental justice and fair hearings - Administrative and noncriminal

proceedings - Requirement of a hearing - The Ontario Court of Appeal stated that "In sum,

the case law suggests that in the non-punitive detention context, s. 7 requires the body

reviewing detention to have the procedures and powers necessary to render a decision that

is minimally restrictive on liberty in light of the circumstances necessitating the detention" -

See paragraph 92.

Civil Rights - Topic 3180

Trials - Due process, fundamental justice and fair hearings - Administrative and noncriminal

proceedings - Fair hearing - The applicant, after serving his sentence for sexual assault, had

been held in a maximum security facility for 19 years under the involuntary committal

provisions of Mental Health Act (MHA) - He claimed that the involuntary committal

provisions were contrary to s. 7 of the Charter - The Ontario Court of Appeal held that the

MHA scheme violated s. 7 because it failed to include a fair procedure to ensure, on a regular

and ongoing basis, that the risk to public safety continued, and that the individual's liberty

was being restricted no more than was necessary to deal with that risk - The MHA lacked the

procedural safeguards required by s. 7 to ensure adequate protection of a long-term patient's

liberty interest - The infringement was not saved by s. 1 - The court held that severance was

the appropriate remedy, such that the duration of MHA committals would be approximately



six months - See paragraphs 111 to 132 and 193 to 214.

Civil Rights - Topic 3180

Trials - Due process, fundamental justice and fair hearings - Administrative and noncriminal

proceedings - Fair hearing - The Ontario Court of Appeal stated that "It is well established

that s. 7 guarantees individuals facing detention the right to a fair process. Even where

detention is justified for reasons of public security or safety, s. 7 mandates procedural

protections that provide for a fair hearing by an independent and impartial arbiter ... The

procedural requirements mandated by the principles of fundamental justice depend upon the

context ... '[t]he greater the effect on the life of the individual by the decision, the greater the

need for procedural protections to meet the common law duty of fairness and the

requirements of fundamental justice under s. 7 of the Charter' ..." - See paragraphs 77 and 78.

Civil Rights - Topic 3180

Trials - Due process, fundamental justice and fair hearings - Administrative and noncriminal

proceedings - Fair hearing - The Ontario Court of Appeal stated that "In sum, the case law

suggests that in the non-punitive detention context, s. 7 requires the body reviewing detention

to have the procedures and powers necessary to render a decision that is minimally restrictive

on liberty in light of the circumstances necessitating the detention" - See paragraph 92.

Civil Rights - Topic 3187

Trials - Due process, fundamental justice and fair hearings - Administrative and noncriminal

proceedings - Right to independent and impartial tribunal - The Ontario Court of Appeal

stated that "It is well established that s. 7 guarantees individuals facing detention the right

to a fair process. Even where detention is justified for reasons of public security or safety,

s. 7 mandates procedural protections that provide for a fair hearing by an independent and

impartial arbiter ... The procedural requirements mandated by the principles of fundamental

justice depend upon the context ... '[t]he greater the effect on the life of the individual by the

decision, the greater the need for procedural protections to meet the common law duty of

fairness and the requirements of fundamental justice under s. 7 of the Charter' ..." - See

paragraphs 77 and 78.

Civil Rights - Topic 3192

Trials - Due process, fundamental justice and fair hearings - Administrative and noncriminal

proceedings - Procedure contrary to fundamental justice - The applicant, after serving his

sentence for sexual assault, had been held in a maximum security facility for 19 years under

the involuntary committal provisions of Mental Health Act (MHA) - He claimed that the

involuntary committal provisions were contrary to s. 7 of the Charter - The Ontario Court of

Appeal held that the MHA scheme violated s. 7 because it failed to include a fair procedure

to ensure, on a regular and ongoing basis, that the risk to public safety continued, and that

the individual's liberty was being restricted no more than was necessary to deal with that risk

- The MHA lacked the procedural safeguards required by s. 7 to ensure adequate protection

of a long-term patient's liberty interest - The infringement was not saved by s. 1 - The court

held that severance was the appropriate remedy, such that the duration of MHA committals

would be approximately six months - See paragraphs 111 to 132 and 193 to 214.



Civil Rights - Topic 5644

Equality and protection of the law - Committal of or disposition re accused with mental

disorder - The applicant, after serving his sentence for sexual assault, had been held in a

maximum security facility for 19 years under the involuntary committal provisions of Mental

Health Act (MHA) - The applicant was deaf - He alleged that his right to equality (s. 15) was

violated because he had not received the level of interpretation required to meet his

treatment, rehabilitative and other needs - The Ontario Court of Appeal, pursuant to s. 52(1)

of the Constitution Act, 1982, declared that the applicant's s. 15(1) rights had been violated -

The court also set out in general terms the nature and extent of his entitlement under s. 15(1),

namely, that the Province and the institution were required to provide the necessary and

appropriate communication services that would ensure: (i) that the applicant's basic and

fundamental personal needs as a detainee were fully understood and addressed, and (ii) that

the applicant was able to communicate effectively to access the therapeutic, treatment and

other programs offered to hearing detainees - The matter of remedies specific to the applicant

under s. 24(1) of the Charter were left to a later phase of the litigation - The court rejected

the submission that any infringement of s. 15(1) could be saved by s. 1 of the Charter - See

paragraphs 133 to 212.

Civil Rights - Topic 8348

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms - Application - Exceptions - Reasonable limits

prescribed by law (Charter, s. 1) - The applicant, after serving his sentence for sexual assault,

had been held in a maximum security facility for 19 years under the involuntary committal

provisions of Mental Health Act (MHA) - He claimed that the involuntary committal

provisions were contrary to s. 7 of the Charter - The Ontario Court of Appeal held that the

MHA scheme violated s. 7 because it failed to include a fair procedure to ensure, on a regular

and ongoing basis, that the risk to public safety continued, and that the individual's liberty

was being restricted no more than was necessary to deal with that risk - The MHA lacked the

procedural safeguards required by s. 7 to ensure adequate protection of a long-term patient's

liberty interest - The infringement was not saved by s. 1 - The court held that severance was

the appropriate remedy, such that the duration of MHA committals would be approximately

six months - See paragraphs 111 to 132 and 193 to 214.

Civil Rights - Topic 8348

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms - Application - Exceptions - Reasonable limits

prescribed by law (Charter, s. 1) - The applicant, after serving his sentence for sexual assault,

had been held in a maximum security facility for 19 years under the involuntary committal

provisions of Mental Health Act (MHA) - The applicant was deaf - He alleged that his right

to equality (s. 15) was violated because he had not received the level of interpretation

required to meet his treatment, rehabilitative and other needs - The Ontario Court of Appeal,

pursuant to s. 52(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982, declared that the applicant's s. 15(1) rights

had been violated - The court also set out in general terms the nature and extent of his

entitlement under s. 15(1), namely, that the Province and the institution were required to

provide the necessary and appropriate communication services that would ensure: (i) that the

applicant's basic and fundamental personal needs as a detainee were fully understood and

addressed, and (ii) that the applicant was able to communicate effectively to access the



therapeutic, treatment and other programs offered to hearing detainees - The matter of

remedies specific to the applicant under s. 24(1) of the Charter were left to a later phase of

the litigation - The court rejected the submission that any infringement of s. 15(1) could be

saved by s. 1 of the Charter - See paragraphs 133 to 212. 

Civil Rights - Topic 8380.2

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms - Denial of rights - Remedies - Declaration of

statute invalidity - The applicant, after serving his sentence for sexual assault, had been held

in a maximum security facility for 19 years under the involuntary committal provisions of

Mental Health Act (MHA) - He claimed that the involuntary committal provisions were

contrary to s. 7 of the Charter - The Ontario Court of Appeal held that the MHA scheme

violated s. 7 because it failed to include a fair procedure to ensure, on a regular and ongoing

basis, that the risk to public safety continued, and that the individual's liberty was being

restricted no more than was necessary to deal with that risk - The MHA lacked the procedural

safeguards required by s. 7 to ensure adequate protection of a long-term patient's liberty

interest - The infringement was not saved by s. 1 - The court held that severance was the

appropriate remedy, such that the duration of MHA committals would be approximately six

months - See paragraphs 111 to 132 and 193 to 214.

Civil Rights - Topic 8380.14

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms - Denial of rights - Remedies - Severance of

portion of statute or section - The applicant, after serving his sentence for sexual assault, had

been held in a maximum security facility for 19 years under the involuntary committal

provisions of Mental Health Act (MHA) - He claimed that the involuntary committal

provisions were contrary to s. 7 of the Charter - The Ontario Court of Appeal held that the

MHA scheme violated s. 7 because it failed to include a fair procedure to ensure, on a regular

and ongoing basis, that the risk to public safety continued, and that the individual's liberty

was being restricted no more than was necessary to deal with that risk - The MHA lacked the

procedural safeguards required by s. 7 to ensure adequate protection of a long-term patient's

liberty interest - The infringement was not saved by s. 1 - The court held that severance was

the appropriate remedy, such that the duration of MHA committals would be approximately

six months - See paragraphs 111 to 132 and 193 to 214.

Civil Rights - Topic 8380.25

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms - Denial of rights - Remedies - Declaration of

rights - The applicant, after serving his sentence for sexual assault, had been held in a

maximum security facility for 19 years under the involuntary committal provisions of Mental

Health Act (MHA) - The applicant was deaf - He alleged that his right to equality (s. 15) was

violated because he had not received the level of interpretation required to meet his

treatment, rehabilitative and other needs - The Ontario Court of Appeal, pursuant to s. 52(1)

of the Constitution Act, 1982, declared that the applicant's s. 15(1) rights had been violated -

The court also set out in general terms the nature and extent of his entitlement under s. 15(1),

namely, that the Province and the institution were required to provide the necessary and

appropriate communication services that would ensure: (i) that the applicant's basic and

fundamental personal needs as a detainee were fully understood and addressed, and (ii) that



the applicant was able to communicate effectively to access the therapeutic, treatment and

other programs offered to hearing detainees - The matter of remedies specific to the applicant

under s. 24(1) of the Charter were left to a later phase of the litigation - The court rejected

the submission that any infringement of s. 15(1) could be saved by s. 1 of the Charter - See

paragraphs 133 to 212.

Civil Rights - Topic 8668

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms - Equality rights (s. 15) - What constitutes a

breach of s. 15 - The Ontario Court of Appeal stated that "Deafness is a physical disability

that triggers the protection of s. 15(1) [of the Charter]: Elbridge v. British Columbia

(Attorney General), [1997] 3 S.C.R. 624 ... The guarantee of equal protection and equal

benefit of the law gives a deaf person ... the right to adequate interpretation services in order

to access governmental services. In Eldridge, the Supreme Court held .... that 'discrimination

can accrue from a failure to take positive steps to ensure that disadvantaged groups benefit

equally from services offered to the general public'. The court also held ... that to fulfil its s.

15(1) obligation to ensure equal benefit of the law, an entity acting in a governmental role

'will be required to take special measures to ensure that disadvantaged groups are able to

benefit equally from government services'." - See paragraph 134.

Civil Rights - Topic 8668

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms - Equality rights (s. 15) - What constitutes a

breach of s. 15 - The applicant, after serving his sentence for sexual assault, had been held

in a maximum security facility for 19 years under the involuntary committal provisions of

Mental Health Act (MHA) - The applicant was deaf - He alleged that his right to equality (s.

15) was violated because he had not received the level of interpretation required to meet his

treatment, rehabilitative and other needs - The Ontario Court of Appeal, pursuant to s. 52(1)

of the Constitution Act, 1982, declared that the applicant's s. 15(1) rights had been violated -

The court also set out in general terms the nature and extent of his entitlement under s. 15(1),

namely, that the Province and the institution were required to provide the necessary and

appropriate communication services that would ensure: (i) that the applicant's basic and

fundamental personal needs as a detainee were fully understood and addressed, and (ii) that

the applicant was able to communicate effectively to access the therapeutic, treatment and

other programs offered to hearing detainees - The matter of remedies specific to the applicant

under s. 24(1) of the Charter were left to a later phase of the litigation - The court rejected

the submission that any infringement of s. 15(1) could be saved by s. 1 of the Charter - See

paragraphs 133 to 212.

Persons of Unsound Mind - Topic 203

Committal - Involuntary committal - General - Prison inmates - The applicant, after serving

his sentence for sexual assault, had been held in a maximum security facility for 19 years

under the involuntary committal provisions of Mental Health Act (MHA) - He claimed that

the involuntary committal provisions were contrary to s. 7 of the Charter - The Ontario Court

of Appeal held that the MHA scheme violated s. 7 because it failed to include a fair

procedure to ensure, on a regular and ongoing basis, that the risk to public safety continued,

and that the individual's liberty was being restricted no more than was necessary to deal with



that risk - The MHA lacked the procedural safeguards required by s. 7 to ensure adequate

protection of a long-term patient's liberty interest - The infringement was not saved by s. 1 -

The court held that severance was the appropriate remedy, such that the duration of MHA

committals would be approximately six months - See paragraphs 111 to 132 and 193 to 214.

Persons of Unsound Mind - Topic 203

Committal - Involuntary committal - General - Prison inmates - The applicant, after serving

his sentence for sexual assault, had been held in a maximum security facility for 19 years

under the involuntary committal provisions of Mental Health Act (MHA) - The applicant was

deaf - He alleged that his right to equality (s. 15) was violated because he had not received

the level of interpretation required to meet his treatment, rehabilitative and other needs - The

Ontario Court of Appeal, pursuant to s. 52(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982, declared that the

applicant's s. 15(1) rights had been violated - The court also set out in general terms the

nature and extent of his entitlement under s. 15(1), namely, that the Province and the

institution were required to provide the necessary and appropriate communication services

that would ensure: (i) that the applicant's basic and fundamental personal needs as a detainee

were fully understood and addressed, and (ii) that the applicant was able to communicate

effectively to access the therapeutic, treatment and other programs offered to hearing

detainees - The matter of remedies specific to the applicant under s. 24(1) of the Charter were

left to a later phase of the litigation - The court rejected the submission that any infringement

of s. 15(1) could be saved by s. 1 of the Charter - See paragraphs 133 to 212.

Persons of Unsound Mind - Topic 211

Committal - Involuntary committal - Procedure - General - The applicant, after serving his

sentence for sexual assault, had been held in a maximum security facility for 19 years under

the involuntary committal provisions of Mental Health Act (MHA) - He claimed that the

involuntary committal provisions were contrary to s. 7 of the Charter - The Ontario Court of

Appeal held that the MHA scheme violated s. 7 because it failed to include a fair procedure

to ensure, on a regular and ongoing basis, that the risk to public safety continued, and that

the individual's liberty was being restricted no more than was necessary to deal with that risk

- The MHA lacked the procedural safeguards required by s. 7 to ensure adequate protection

of a long-term patient's liberty interest - The infringement was not saved by s. 1 - The court

held that severance was the appropriate remedy, such that the duration of MHA committals

would be approximately six months - See paragraphs 111 to 132 and 193 to 214.

Persons of Unsound Mind - Topic 297

Committal - Involuntary committtal - Review - Procedure - The applicant, after serving his

sentence for sexual assault, had been held in a maximum security facility for 19 years under

the involuntary committal provisions of Mental Health Act (MHA) - He claimed that the

involuntary committal provisions were contrary to s. 7 of the Charter - The Ontario Court of

Appeal held that the MHA scheme violated s. 7 because it failed to include a fair procedure

to ensure, on a regular and ongoing basis, that the risk to public safety continued, and that

the individual's liberty was being restricted no more than was necessary to deal with that risk

- The MHA lacked the procedural safeguards required by s. 7 to ensure adequate protection

of a long-term patient's liberty interest - The infringement was not saved by s. 1 - The court



held that severance was the appropriate remedy, such that the duration of MHA committals

would be approximately six months - See paragraphs 111 to 132 and 193 to 214.


